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Summary 
Recommendation ITU-T H.622 describes the architectural framework of a home network that 
supports multimedia services. Definitions of home network elements such as access gateway, 
domains, terminals and interfaces are introduced with explanations. This Recommendation also 
provides a comparison with related documents. 
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FOREWORD 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the United Nations specialized agency in the field of 
telecommunications, information and communication technologies (ICTs). The ITU Telecommunication 
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, 
operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 
telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, 
establishes the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on 
these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are 
prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. 
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Introduction 
The home network is recognized as an important element of multimedia services. Considering the 
configuration of typical broadband services, the home network has two major roles; an extension of 
the access network and a transmission medium for data distribution among home devices. A 
fundamental difference can be found between these two roles. As an extension of the access 
network, the home network should provide characteristics similar to those of the access network, 
quality of service (QoS) for example. The home network also inter-connects consumer electronic 
devices in the same home. For this purpose, this part of the home network may not need to work 
with the functional entities in the network or service provider. 

To clarify these two different roles of the home network, Recommendation ITU-T H.622 introduces 
the concept of primary and secondary domains. The primary domain is defined as that part of the 
home network that works as an extension of the access NW, while the secondary domain is defined 
as the rest of the home network. Primary and secondary terminals are introduced in the same way. 
Some key features of the home network such as QoS and management that are defined in other 
documents are described in this context. 

Since the home network includes various technical areas from physical data transmission to 
multimedia capability, it is difficult for any single document to cover all issues. This 
Recommendation and Recommendation ITU-T G.9970, which is an accompanying 
Recommendation, share the same layered model that consists of transport and application models. 
This Recommendation mostly focuses on the issues related to the application model. For better 
understanding of the home network, users of this Recommendation are encouraged to consider 
Recommendation ITU-T G.9970. 
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Recommendation ITU-T H.622 

A generic home network architecture with support 
for multimedia services 

1 Scope 
This Recommendation describes a generic home network architecture that is applicable to, 
including but not limited to, fibre-to-the-home (FTTH), xDSL and cable television (CATV). The 
architecture is designed to support a wide range of multimedia services such as Internet Protocol 
television (IPTV), IP-telephony and video telephony as well as legacy services, if needed. The goal 
of the architecture is to define functionalities and interfaces that support these services with the 
demanded level of quality of service (QoS), security and management capability in the home 
network domain based on [ITU-T J.190]. 

The home network specific to each access network can be defined based on functional entities and 
interfaces defined in this Recommendation. 

This Recommendation uses the transmission functionality and demarcation point between the 
access network and the home network defined in [b-ITU-T G.9970] that contains more details about 
these aspects. Users of this Recommendation are encouraged to consider both Recommendations 
for complete understanding of the generic home network architecture. 

2 References 
The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 
editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 
users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 
most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the 
currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within 
this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T H.610] Recommendation ITU-T H.610 (2003), Full service VDSL – System 
architecture and customer premises equipment. 

[ITU-T J.190] Recommendation ITU-T J.190 (2002), Architecture of MediaHomeNet 
that supports cable-based services. 

[ITU-T X.1111] Recommendation ITU-T X.1111 (2007), Framework of security 
technologies for home network. 

[ATIS 0800002] ATIS 0800002 (2006), IPTV Architecture Requirements. 
<https://www.atis.org/docstore/default.aspx> 

[DSL TR-094] DSL Forum TR-094 (2004), Multi-Service Delivery Framework for 
Home Networks. 
<http://www.broadband-forum.org/technical/download/TR-094.pdf> 

[HGI] HGI (2006), Home Gateway Technical Requirements: Release 1. 
<http://www.homegatewayinitiative.org/publis/HGI_V1.0.pdf> 

https://www.atis.org/docstore/default.aspx
http://www.broadband-forum.org/technical/download/TR-094.pdf
http://www.homegatewayinitiative.org/publis/HGI_V1.0.pdf
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3 Definitions 
This Recommendation defines the following term: 

3.1 home network: A home network is the collection of elements that process, manage, 
transport and store information, thus enabling the connection and integration of multiple computing, 
control, monitoring, communication and entertainment devices in the home. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 
This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

AGAF  Access Gateway Application layer Function 

AGTF  Access Gateway Transport layer Function 

AGW  Access Gateway 

AN  Access Network 

ASG  Application Service Gateway 

ASP  Application Service Provider 

AV  Audio Visual 

B-NT  Broadband Network Termination 

CM  Cable Modem 

CODEC COder-DECoder 

DHCP  Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

DNG  Delivery Network Gateway 

DNGF  Delivery Network Gateway Function 

DRM  Digital Rights Management 

DSCP  Differentiated Services Code Point 

EPG  Electronic Programme Guide 

EUT  End User Terminal 

FPD  Functional Processing Device 

FPD/T  Functional Processing Device and Terminal 

GW  Gateway 

HA  Home Access 

HB  Home Bridge 

HC  Home Client 

HD  Home Decoder 

HE  Head-End 

HN  Home Network 

HNS  Home Network Segment 

IGMP  Internet Group Management Protocol 

IP  Internet Protocol 

IPCP  Internet Protocol Control Protocol 
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IPI  Internet Protocol Infrastructure 

ISP  Internet Service Provider 

ITF  IPTV Terminal Function 

LC  Layer-1/2 Converter 

MLD  Multicast Listener Discovery 

NAT  Network Address Translation 

NID  Network Interface Device 

NSIS  Next Steps In Signalling 

NT  Network Termination 

ONT  Optical Network Termination 

PC  Personal Computer 

PLC  Power Line Communications 

PS  Plain old telephone service Splitter 

QoS  Quality of Service 

RG  Residential Gateway 

RQoS  Relative Quality of Service 

RSVP  Resource ReserVation Protocol 

SM  Service Module 

STB  Set-Top Box 

TCP  Transmission Control Protocol 

ToS  Type of Service 

TTL  Time To Live 

TV  Television set 

UPnP  Universal Plug and Play 

VLAN  Virtual Local Area Network 

VTP/D  VDSL Termination Processing or VDSL Termination Processing and Decoding 

XSP  Service Provider 

xTU-R  xDSL remote terminal unit 

5 Conventions 

In this Recommendation: 
– The keywords "is required to" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and 

from which no deviation is permitted if conformance to this Recommendation is to be 
claimed. 

– The keywords "is prohibited from" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed 
and from which no deviation is permitted if conformance to this Recommendation is to be 
claimed. 
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– The keywords "is recommended" indicate a requirement which is recommended but which 
is not absolutely required. Thus, this requirement need not be present to claim 
conformance. 

– The keywords "is not recommended" indicate a requirement which is not recommended 
but which is not specifically prohibited. Thus, conformance with this Recommendation can 
still be claimed even if this requirement is present. 

– The keywords "can optionally" indicate an optional requirement which is permissible, 
without implying any sense of being recommended. This term is not intended to imply that 
the vendor's implementation must provide the option and the feature can be optionally 
enabled by the network operator/service provider. Rather, it means the vendor may 
optionally provide the feature and still claim conformance with the specification.  

6 Model of the home network 

6.1 Concept of layered model 
The home network is an integrated technology ranging from physical transmission to service 
support. It is difficult to encompass all the aspects of a home network in a single architectural 
model. This Recommendation adopts a layered model as shown in Figure 6-1. 

 

Figure 6-1 – The conceptual diagram of layered model 

The layered function architecture includes two layers: transport function layer and application 
function layer. The detailed descriptions are presented as follows: 
a) The transport model describes how the network links clients together and transfers the 

data packets across the network. The transport model corresponds to three layers: network, 
data link and physical. That is to say, the functions of physical connection, data link 
connection and choice of packet switching are realized in this model.  

b) The application model describes the features that allow users to interact with the networks, 
including defining data formats, designing services and designing interfaces. There are 
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many services at present, such as TV gaming, TV education and linear TV. Providing more 
multimedia services may help drive the widespread adoption of multimedia capabilities, so 
it is necessary to design more types of services. The data formats of different services vary 
widely, so data format identification is an important component of the application function 
model. 

6.2 Transport model of the home network 
As shown in Figure 6-2, the home network is composed of IP home network segments using IP and 
non-IP home network segments using the specific technologies or protocols designed for 
short-range communication. The gateway between the access network and IP home network 
segment is called the access GW, while that between the IP home network segment and non-IP 
home network segment is called the non-IP GW. The terminal may be wireless or wired. 

Refer to [b-ITU-T G.9970] for details of the transport model. 
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Figure 6-2 – Transport model of the home network 

NOTE – The interface "B" between the NT and AGTF is presented in [b-ITU-T G.9970]. 

6.3 Application model of the home network 

6.3.1 Home network service functional structure 

 

Figure 6-3 – Application model of the home network 

For multimedia services on the broadband access network, the service is presented at the terminal 
device. Usually, this device lies within the home network. Considering that typical multimedia 
services require network management features such as QoS and security, the same or similar level 
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of management and transmission characteristic as the public network such as NGN are required for 
the network portion connecting terminal devices to the access network. In other words, this portion 
of the home network, defined as the primary domain, is expected to work as an extension of the 
access network.  

Many types of consumer electronics devices will also be connected to the home network for 
exchanging information with other devices or creating services together with other devices; such 
devices do not need to be considered as a part of the managed public network. For such devices, the 
home network can be seen as being less integrated with the public network. 

Considering these two cases, there are two major roles for the home network; extending the access 
network and interconnecting devices in the home network. The portion working as an extension of 
the access network must be aligned with the technical aspects of the network provider. This 
Recommendation introduces the concepts of primary and secondary domains to describe these 
roles. The home network contains two types of terminal devices and network domains as well as the 
gateway functionality called the access GW. The definition of each device and domain relies on its 
role rather than its physical configuration. A definition for and explanation of each entity are 
provided below. 

6.3.1.1 Device 
A device is a physical entity that implements one or more functions and is sometimes referred to as 
a "box". There are several types of devices in the home network such as terminal, bridging device 
and access gateway. 

6.3.1.2 Terminal 
A terminal is a type of device that can provide a visible service and application, such as presenting 
content, accepting commands and so on. There are two types of terminals: primary terminals and 
secondary terminals. The key difference between them is that the former can interact with outside 
functional entities through the access gateway; the latter needs the support of the former to interact 
with outside entities. 

6.3.1.2.1 Primary terminal 
A primary terminal is a terminal device that can interact with the access network or service 
functionality beyond the access network without being assisted by any other terminal; it is the 
service end-point where the service from the service provider is terminated. It may present the 
service to the end user. A primary terminal is required to provide communication capability with a 
device or function outside the home, thus a set of IP-based protocols is a basic requirement. 
However, primary terminals need not have IP capability if its communication with outside entities 
is done through a bridging device that offers protocol translation between IP and non-IP. A terminal 
device can be categorized as a primary terminal device as long as it has at least application-level 
transparency and offers synchronized operation with outside functions. 

6.3.1.2.2 Secondary terminal 
A secondary terminal is a terminal device that has no direct interactive capability with network side 
entities or needs to rely on a primary terminal to do so. Examples of a secondary terminal are TV 
displays and cordless telephones. These devices are typically installed by the end user and 
connected to a primary terminal such as an IPTV-TD and VoIP terminal. 

Even if a secondary terminal does not have IP communication capability, it can communicate and 
interact with outside functional entities if a primary terminal provides a relay function that bridges 
the signal between the secondary terminal and the outside function. An AV device that has a digital 
interface to receive content from IPTV-TD connected to IPTV-NW is an example of this type of 
interaction with an outside device. 
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6.3.1.3 Access gateway 
An access gateway (AGW) is a device that handles traffic to/from the access network as well as 
transit traffic within the home network. An AGW can optionally terminate or transfer protocols on 
either side (of the AGW). Some packet header fields such as source/destination address/port, ToS 
and TTL, can optionally be changed due to, for example, security reasons and/or QoS management 
at the AGW. 

 

Figure 6-4 – Definition of access gateway and its component functions 

Some functions that are typically incorporated into an AGW but not related to traffic handling are 
not included as access GW functions. A local DHCP server, which provides a local IP address to 
devices placed in the home network, is an example of this kind of function. 

Since an AGW is typically placed around the demarcation point between the access and home 
network, it can be implemented as a single device in combination with a network termination. This 
type of implementation requires the AGW to have the relevant network interface for the access 
network and makes it difficult to connect the gateway to another access network due to the 
differences in access network technologies. On the other hand, an AGW can be implemented as a 
stand-alone device separate from the network termination. While this implementation allows the 
gateway to be used with various access networks, if the layer 2 and 3 specifications at the user 
network interface are well harmonized, two separate devices, network termination and AGW, need 
to be installed in the home. 

Furthermore, the implementation of an AGW could have an impact on the definition of the user 
network interface. For the AGW combined with the network termination, the position of the user 
network interface may be limited. Refer to Appendix I and [b-ITU-T G.9970] for more details. 

6.3.1.4 Bridging device 
A bridging device handles traffic within the home network. Since the functionalities of the bridge 
device are limited below layer 3, a bridging device is almost invisible from the service functional 
perspective. 
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6.3.1.5 Device function 
As defined in this Recommendation, a function is a logically distinguishable entity typically 
residing within a device, while a device is a physically distinguishable implementation. See 
Figure 6-5. A device such as a terminal and AGW contains one or more functions. Each function is 
responsible for a specific layer or category of function such as decoding, security, network control, 
and so on. 

Function

Device

Function

Function

Function

Function

Device

Function

Function

Function

 

Figure 6-5 – Device function model 

Figure 6-6 shows an example of interaction among the functions within the home network. Each 
function communicates with a similar function in another physical device.  

CODEC 
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Figure 6-6 – Example of a device function in the home network 

A physical device can be defined as a collection of functions. Figure 6-7 shows some devices from 
this view point. 
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Figure 6-7 – Some device configurations 

6.3.1.5.1 Function decomposition 
Figure 6-8 shows an example of device function decomposition. 

It is not necessary for a function to be the minimum unit within a device. For example, in the case 
of IPTV, ITF is a comprehensively defined function for IPTV terminal devices. ITF can, however, 
be divided into more basic functions such as DRM, decoder and EPG. A browser, typically an 
independent function for Internet services, can be a part of EPG. 

The appropriate level of function granularity may depend on the service. It may be desirable to 
define more basic functions for some types of services and devices. In other cases, more 
comprehensive definitions would be better. 
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Figure 6-8 – An example of device function decomposition 

This Recommendation allows a function to be divided into one or more basic functions. The 
following are examples of device function decomposition: 
– Comprehensive function: ITF and DNGF. 
– Intermediate level of function: DRM. 
– Basic functions: Browser and CODEC. 

The function hierarchy may depend on the service. The detailed structure of function hierarchy is 
for further study. 

6.3.1.6 Domain 
A domain is a logically defined area of the home network. There are two kinds of domain; primary 
domain and secondary domain, in this model. Each domain can be decomposed into IP sub-domain 
and non-IP sub-domain, if necessary. 

6.3.1.6.1 Primary domain 
A primary domain is the logically defined area of the home network that interconnects the primary 
terminal and the access GW. Traffic on the primary domain is associated with traffic to/from the 
access GW. 

The devices and traffic related to the primary domain are required to be configured to be reachable 
to/from the access network, directly or indirectly (via NAT). 

The general and fundamental requirement placed on the primary domain is to provide the same 
level of transmission performance and characteristics such as QoS, security and manageability as 
provided by the access network, since the primary domain is expected to work as an extension of it. 
A well-managed and configured network is an important aspect of the primary domain. 

6.3.1.6.2 Secondary domain 
A secondary domain is a logically defined area of the home network that interconnects terminals. 

The devices and traffic dedicated to the secondary domain do not need to be configured to be 
reachable to/from the access network. For example, local assignment or generation of IP addresses, 
if IP is used for network transmission, is enough for this domain. 
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6.3.1.6.3 Domain overlap 
It is not necessary to physically isolate the domains from each other. Combining domains into the 
single physical network segment may mitigate the complexity of wiring and cost of deployment, 
and hence benefit the end users. In particular, considering the proliferation of IP technologies in the 
area of broadband infrastructure, adopting IP for both primary and secondary domains may be the 
most likely situation. For this reason, it may be useful to consider the possibility of domain overlap 
where the same transmission medium and bridging device are shared by the two domains. In this 
definition, it is not necessary that the domains overlap completely. 

This Recommendation defines domain overlap. Figure 6-9 shows the logical concept of domain 
overlap. 

Primary &
Secondary

Domain
Primary
Domain

Secondary
Domain

Primary &
Secondary

Domain
Primary
Domain

Secondary
Domain

 

Figure 6-9 – Definition of domain overlap 

Figure 6-10 shows an example of domain overlap. The access GW, primary terminal and secondary 
terminal are connected via a bridging device. The data flow between the access GW and primary 
terminal (the blue arrow in the figure) is considered to be a part of the primary domain. The data 
flow between the primary and secondary terminals (the red arrow in the figure) is considered to be a 
part of secondary domain. In this example, both data flows share the same network link between the 
bridging device and primary terminal. This part of the network belongs to an overlapped domain, 
the overlap of primary and secondary domains. 
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Figure 6-10 – An example of domain overlap 
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Therefore, placing two domains on the single physical network segment could cause resource 
contention between traffic belonging to the domains and introduce complexity to the network 
devices. The performance degradation due to resource contention is one of the issues to be 
addressed. 

6.3.2 Operational model 
There are some cases where functionalities in both primary and secondary domains interact with 
each other. For example, a secondary terminal is defined to interact with functional entities with the 
help of a primary terminal. This clause provides three operational models as shown in Figure 6-11. 

 

Figure 6-11 – Interaction of primary and secondary domains 

6.3.2.1 Separated model 
In the separated model, the protocol operations in primary and secondary domains run 
independently. 

6.3.2.2 Proxy model 
In the proxy model, the protocol operations in primary and secondary domains are closely related, 
but technically run independently. The operations in both domains are synchronized, but the actual 
protocols are different. This model allows both terminal devices to use their own protocols and 
terminals, particularly secondary terminals, to interact with functional entities beyond the access 
network. In this operation, the primary terminal acts as a proxy device to the secondary terminal. 
The secondary terminal is not required to have global reachability. 

6.3.2.3 Transparent model 
The protocol operations in primary and secondary domains are closely related. For example, 
primary terminals act as a relay device for secondary terminals or primary terminals simply transfer 
a protocol to/from secondary terminals. 

6.3.3 Interfaces with outside networks 
The home network is generally expected to work with outside networks for establishing 
communication with outside devices or acquiring contents from outside sources. As shown in 
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Figure 6-12, there are two kinds of outside network that are expected to work with the home 
network. 

Access 
Network 

Broadcast 
Network 

Access 
GW 

Primary 
Domain 

Secondary 
Domain Primary 

Terminal 

Secondary 
Terminal 

 

Figure 6-12 – Interfaces with outside network 

The access network provides basic communication services between the home network and service 
nodes/functions provided by network operators or service providers. The boundary between the 
access network and home network is outside the scope of this Recommendation. All traffic coming 
from/going to the access network shall be transferred through the access GW function. 

The broadcast network includes terrestrial and satellite. These networks provide one-way 
transmission of broadcast signals into the home network. Since the radio signal is available almost 
anywhere in the home, a broadcast network can be connected to the access GW function, as well as 
the primary and secondary terminal functions.  

7 QoS 
The functionality that realizes QoS on the IP network is important to accomplish stable quality for 
the case of offering streaming-based multimedia services on the IP Network. Two methods to 
provide QoS can be identified: class-based QoS and session-based QoS. [ITU-T J.190] describes 
UPnP, a kind of session-based QoS mechanism, while [DSL TR-094], [b-DSL TR-133] and [HGI] 
describe class-based QoS. The applicability of these QoS mechanisms in the IP home network 
segment needs consideration of application requirements as well as network functions of the access 
and home network. 
NOTE – It is known that at least [ITU-T J.190] and [DSL TR-094] use different QoS technologies at the 
time at which this Recommendation was created. Therefore, it is not appropriate to specify a common QoS 
mechanism without first confirming its necessity. Further study on this issue is needed for the purpose of 
specifying unique QoS mechanism in the common home network architecture.  

In addition to the above QoS solutions described in existing documents, there may be some 
emerging solutions as listed below that might be applicable to QoS in the home network: 
– NSIS QoS NSLP. 
– UPnP QoS. 
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7.1 Class-based QoS 

7.1.1 Overview of class-based QoS 
Traffic is aggregated into a small number of classes, typically 4-8 classes. The packets belonging to 
the same class are given the same treatment at the network devices. This means that each packet 
experiences the same transmission characteristic regardless of the application data contained in it. 

Class-based QoS introduces less complexity to the home network than the session-based QoS 
mechanism. It can work without signalling among the terminals and network devices. Each device 
is not required to have QoS signalling capability. Also, no network device is required to maintain 
application status such as call set-up and teardown. Less complexity helps to minimize the costs of 
traffic management not only by the network provider but also by the end user. The key features of 
class-based QoS are summarized below. 
• Less complexity 
 Class-based QoS does not require any signalling mechanism to operate. Packets are sent 

with relevant marking. The network devices read the information and transfer the packet 
with relevant priority. Eliminating the signalling mechanism increases the possibility for 
interoperability with other systems. For example, if there is a network device that is unable 
to understand the priority information, the packet can be transferred on the best effort basis 
and it remains possible for other devices to transfer the same packet with appropriate 
priority. This situation slightly degrades the packet transmission quality; however impacts 
on the other network segments are limited. 

• Scalability 
 Unlike the session-based QoS, the network devices running the class-based QoS 

mechanism are not required to maintain the session status of each application such as call 
set-up and teardown. Instead of maintaining each session status, the network devices are 
simply required to classify packets based on the attached information. 

 This is an advantage for the network devices placed in the core network since they must 
deal with a huge number of traffic flows. It is also attractive for the home network in which 
complicated multimedia applications will transfer many packet streams. 

• Priority-based mechanism 
 Class-based QoS can define relative priority among several applications. This means that 

the traffic given a higher priority can experience better treatment than the traffic with lower 
priority. Relative priority is reasonable since it is difficult to guarantee the bandwidth 
requested by an application. In other words, it is sufficient to establish relative priority and 
have a clear policy or consensus on the service priorities among the applications. 

7.1.2 Number of classes 

The number of classes is one of the key parameters of class-based QoS. Standards exist for 
class-based QoS mechanisms and the typical number of classes ranges from 4 to 8. Among these 
classes, traffic such as VoIP and streaming video is typically given a higher priority than 
conventional data service such as Internet and e-mail. Some standards state that some data services 
are to be given better treatment than best effort traffic. 

The complexity of the home network configuration increases the demand for classes. For example, 
the home network that handles a number of different types of application needs to have more traffic 
classes than the home network that handles a single application. In the same way, the home network 
that handles both downstream traffic from the access network and in-home traffic that circulates 
only in the home network needs to differentiate the priorities of the two traffic types. 
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The number of classes is related to the physical implementation of network devices. The network 
device assigns packets to its queues according to the priority. For example, higher priority class 
packets are assigned to queues with higher priority. 

7.1.3 Priority marking methods 
The service class of each packet is expressed by the information placed in the header field of the 
packet. This can be done either in layer 2 or layer 3. 

Layer 2 marking schemes can use techniques such as VLAN priority defined in [b-IEEE 802.1Q]. 
Transmission technologies such as PLC and wireless LAN have their own technique (Note). DSCP 
is a layer 3 level technique defined in [b-IETF RFC 2474], [b-IETF RFC 2597] 
and [b-IETF RFC 2598]. L2 and L3 schemes can be used in combination. This allows network 
devices that are blind to layer 3 headers to apply the relevant policy. 

There are some discussions about the use of these marking techniques. Refer to documents such as 
[HGI] and [b-DSL TR-133] for further information. 
NOTE – There is an informative annex describing user priorities and traffic classes in [b-IEEE 802.1D]. It 
also provides an example of class-based QoS marking.  

7.2 Session-based QoS 
In session-based QoS, every terminal or application is required to reserve the necessary resources 
by the signalling mechanism. RSVP [b-IETF RFC 2205] is a typical example of such a mechanism. 
NOTE – [b-UPnP-QoS] also provides a session-based QoS mechanism.  

It is possible that the terminal or application knows whether the requested resource is available or 
not. In other words, if the resource reservation process has succeeded, the transmission quality of 
associated service is guaranteed. Session-based QoS has the following problems: 
– Some network devices are unaware of signalling protocol. 
– Network devices need a complicated mechanism. 
– Additional session set-up time introduced by the resource reservation process. 

7.3 QoS in primary and secondary domains 

Since the primary domain works as an extension of the access network, a QoS mechanism is 
recommended to be provided for the primary domain. This will help to provide a level of 
transmission quality as provided in the access NW. Some applications in the secondary domain may 
require priority higher than best effort traffic. In this case, the secondary domain is recommended to 
have a relevant QoS mechanism.  

As described in clause 6.3.1.6.3, it is possible that primary and secondary domains share the same 
physical infrastructure. This means that traffic belonging to these two different domains could 
compete for network resources, such as bandwidth. This situation causes a problem with QoS 
management. It is generally believed that a certain type of service (e.g., VoIP) has priority over 
other services (e.g., data services) in the QoS managed network. In this concept, traffic 
differentiation for the same service category is not meaningful. In the case of domain overlap, 
resource management is also necessary between services belonging to different domains even if 
these services have the same basic characteristics. [HGI] has some requirements on service 
differentiation based on types of traffic such as downstream, upstream and transit. Among these 
traffic types, downstream and upstream correspond to the primary domain, while transit 
corresponds to the secondary domain. These requirements may be applicable to the situation of the 
overlapped domain. 

The possibility of domain overlap depends on the implementation as well as practice. If domain 
overlap is likely, each domain is recommended to operate so as not to negatively impact the other. 
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NOTE – The relative priority of traffic in primary and secondary domains is an issue that needs to be 
addressed in future.  

8 Management Functionality 
Customer premises equipment in the home network is recommended to be appropriately managed 
by the network operator, service provider and end user. 

There are two types of devices in the home network, managed device and unmanaged device, if the 
devices are categorized by the management feature. Managed devices are defined here as devices 
managed by the network or service provider using a remote management protocol; unmanaged 
devices are defined as the other devices. In this context, a device managed only by its IP address by 
the network provider is considered to be an unmanaged device. For managed devices, the type of 
device managed and management items depends on the case. 

It is recommended that the access GW and primary terminal be managed by the network provider or 
service provider because these devices are closely related to the network provider or service 
provider. Since the secondary domain is a more independent part of the home network relative to 
the access network, it is likely to be managed by the end user rather than the network provider or 
service provider. 

There are several management protocols and mechanisms available in the industry. [b-DSL 
TR-069] and SNMP are examples of the remote management protocols. Refer to the related 
documents for details. 
NOTE – Some different management mechanisms have been identified between [ITU-T J.190] and 
[DSL TR-094] at the time of creating this Recommendation. Therefore, it is not appropriate to seek a 
common set of management functions without first identifying the necessity for this.  

8.1 IP address management 
IP address management is the foundation of IP communication. If a device is to be IP-reachable 
from the access network, its address must be managed by the network provider. The IP address of 
the device is assigned by the network provider directly or by the access GW locally. In the latter 
case, IP datagrams from the device are translated by the NAT/NAPT functionality in the 
access GW. 

The secondary domain devices can organize a network segment that is independent of other 
network segments. Such network segments are isolated from the access NW. In this case, IP address 
assignment from the access NW is not expected. 

All the equipment/devices, including access GW and non-IP GW connected to IP home network 
segment, are assigned unique IP addresses. 

8.1.1 Network-assigned IP addresses 

In this scheme, the server located in the network provider assigns an IP address to the terminal 
devices. Indirectly assigned IP address such as RA for IPv6, in which the network provider provides 
a block of addresses instead of an individual address to the terminal device, is also included in this 
scheme. The following address assignment mechanisms are available for this scheme: 
– DHCP (IPv4). 
– IPCP. 
– RA. 
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Figure 8-1 shows the network assigned IP address scheme. 

 

Figure 8-1 – Network assigned IP address 

The address management function in the network provider provides an IP address to each terminal 
or device in the HN. At the AGW, the AGTF handles the address management protocol. It is also 
possible for the AGAF to handle this assignment if necessary. 
NOTE – The AGW's functions related to these mechanisms, such as the relay agent, are for further study.  

This Recommendation does not recommend static IP address assignment by the user. For 
applications that require static IP address assignment, the above dynamic mechanisms are 
recommended to be used. 

8.1.2 Locally-assigned IP addresses 
The server installed in the customer premises assigns IP addresses in the locally-assigned IP address 
scheme. The following address assign mechanism is available for this scheme: 
– DHCP 

This DHCP can optionally be installed within the access GW. If the access GW assigns a local IP 
address to a terminal or device in the HN, the access GW is required to provide NAT/NAPT 
functionality to the device. 

This mechanism can be used for assigning private IP addresses but is not recommended to be used 
for assigning public IP addresses. 

Figure 8-2 shows the locally-assigned IP address scheme. 

 

Figure 8-2 – Locally-assigned IP address 

IP addresses assigned to the terminals and devices are stored or generated in the address repository 
in the AGW. Such IP addresses usually fall within the local administration scope.  
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9 Security 
The access GW is recommended to provide security functionality, i.e., a firewall, in order to prevent 
external illegal access to the home network. Moreover, it will improve the security of the customer 
premises to install NAT in the access GW. 

[ITU-T X.1111], which defines the framework of home network security, identifies security threats 
and requirements. Please refer to [ITU-T X.1111] and related documents for details. 
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Appendix I 
 

Components in home network documents 
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation) 

I.1 Introduction 
Home network standards/Recommendations have already been published by ITU-T SGs and SDOs. 
The different terminologies, which are sometimes defined or used for the same or similar 
device/network segment/interface, complicate any comparison of home network architectures and 
functional components. 

This appendix provides a comparison of these standards/Recommendations and the relevant 
interpretation of components. 

I.2 Access GW 
A list of devices corresponding to the AGW as defined in other documents is shown in Tables I.1 
and I.2. Figure I.1 gives the comparison of these devices. Table I.3 gives the internal functional 
entities placed in AGW. 

Table I.1 – List of devices corresponding to AGW 
combined with a network termination 

Device Document where defined Note 

VTP [ITU-T H.610] – 
VTP/D [ITU-T H.610] Combined with terminal functionality called FPD. 
HA [ITU-T J.190] – 
Secure home gateway [ITU-T X.1111] – 
HG [HGI] – 

Table I.2 – List of devices corresponding to AGW 
not combined with a network termination 

Device Document where defined Note 

DNG [ATIS 0800002] DNG is connected to NID, in case of DSL, or ONT, i
case of optical access network. 

RG [DSL TR-094] 
RG is connected to B-NT for DSL access network. 
[DSL TR-094] allows implementation of a 
combination of B-NT and RG as a single device. 
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Figure I.1 – Configuration of home gateway in other documents 

Table I.3 – Internal functional components related 
to access GW and NT 

Internal functional 
component 

Document 
where defined Note 

DNGF [ATIS 0800002] Internal function contained in DNG (access GW). 
xTU-R [DSL TR-094] Network termination function for DSL access network. 
SM [DSL TR-094] – 
VTU-R [ITU-T H.610] Network termination function for VDSL access network. 
ATM Proc. [ITU-T H.610] – 
Functional processing [ITU-T H.610] – 
CM [ITU-T J.190] Network termination function for cable access network. 

PS [ITU-T J.190] This function includes security, management, provisioning 
and addressing functions. 

LC [ITU-T J.190] Bridging function for IPNet2Home. 
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I.3 Terminal 
This Recommendation defines two types of terminal, primary and secondary terminals, according to 
the role and function in the home network. This clause categorizes terminal devices defined in other 
documents into these two types. Tables I.4 and I.5 are lists for primary and secondary terminals, 
respectively. 

Table I.4 – List of terminals that can be primary terminals 

Terminal Document where 
defined Note 

HNED [ATIS 0800002] – 
FPD [DSL TR-094] FPD needs to have IP communication capability. 
FPD/T [DSL TR-094] – 
FPD [ITU-T H.610] – 
VTP/D [ITU-T H.610] Combined with gateway functionality called VTP. 
HD [ITU-T J.190] – 
Type A [ITU-T X.1111] Controlling capability for type B or C. 
Type B [ITU-T X.1111] Bridge to type C. 

Table I.5 – List of terminals that can be secondary terminals 

Terminal Document 
where defined Note 

HNED [ATIS 0800002] – 
EUT [DSL TR-094] – 
Home appliance [ITU-T H.610] – 
HD [ITU-T J.190] – 
Type A [ITU-T X.1111] Controlling capability for type B or C. 
Type C [ITU-T X.1111] Provide services to other devices. 

I.4 Other devices 

Device types are not limited to AGWs and terminals. A typical home network consists of other 
types such as a gateway device connecting IP and non-IP network segments. Table I.6 gives a list of 
devices not categorized as either AGW or terminal. 

Table I.6 – List of other devices 

Terminal Document where 
defined 

Corresponding 
device Note 

ASG [DSL TR-094] Non-IP gateway It is possible to implement an ASG in a 
physical device as an RG. 

HB [ITU-T J.190]  Bridging device within IPNet2Home 
(IP-based home network segment). 

HC [ITU-T J.190] Non-IP gateway – 
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I.5 Network domain 
This Recommendation defines two types of domain, primary and secondary domain, according to 
the role and function in the home network. This clause categorizes network segment/domain 
defined in other documents into these two types. Tables I.7 and I.8 are lists for primary and 
secondary domains, respectively. 

Table I.7 – A list of network segments/domains that can be primary domains 

Domain/segment Document 
where defined Note 

Premises distribution [DSL TR-094] – 
SP managed (M) 
domain 

[DSL TR-094] M domain can overlap with U domain. 

Premises distribution [ITU-T H.610] – 
IPNet2Home domain [ITU-T J.190] – 
Proprietary domain [ITU-T J.190] – 

GSD [ITU-T J.190] A network segment that ensures QoS for streaming 
services by [b-UPnP QoS]. 

ASD [ITU-T J.190] A network segment in which devices are required to be 
authenticated by the network operator. 

AOD [ITU-T J.190] A network segment for the contents on portable/mobile 
equipment. 

BED [ITU-T J.190] A network segment for non-QoS sensitive contents. 

M-Domain [ITU-T J.190] The set of elements compliant with IPNet2Home 
provisioning and management specifications. 

Q-Domain [ITU-T J.190] The set of elements compliant with IPNet2Home QoS 
specifications. 

S-Domain [ITU-T J.190] The set of elements compliant with IPNet2Home security 
specifications. 

MP-Domain [ITU-T J.190] – 
QP-Domain [ITU-T J.190] – 
SP-Domain [ITU-T J.190] – 

 

Table I.8 – A list of network segments/domains that can be secondary domains 

Domain/segment Document 
where defined Note 

Supplementary 
application network 

[DSL TR-094] [DSL TR-094] allows the use of premises distribution for 
this purpose. 

Customer managed (U) 
domain 

[DSL TR-094] U domain can overlap with M domain. 

Proprietary domain [ITU-T J.190] – 

GSD [ITU-T J.190] A network segment that ensures QoS for streaming 
services by [b-UPnP QoS]. 

ASD [ITU-T J.190] A network segment in which devices are required to be 
authenticated by the network operator. 
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Table I.8 – A list of network segments/domains that can be secondary domains 

Domain/segment Document 
where defined Note 

AOD [ITU-T J.190] A network segment for contents on portable/mobile 
equipment. 

BED [ITU-T J.190] A network segment for non-QoS sensitive contents. 
MP-Domain [ITU-T J.190] – 
QP-Domain [ITU-T J.190] – 
SP-Domain [ITU-T J.190] – 

I.6 Interfaces 
Table I.9 gives a list of interfaces defined in home network documents. 

Table I.9 – List of interfaces 

Interface Document where 
defined 

Corresponding 
device Note 

U [ATIS 0800002] IPI-4 – 
IPI-4a/b/c/d [ATIS 0800002] IPI-4 IPI-4a: Defined for copper access network 

(DSL). 
IPI-4b: Defined for optical access network. 
IPI-4c: Defined for optical access network 
with coaxial interface. 
IPI-4d: Defined for wireless access network. 

IPI-3a/b/c/d/e [ATIS 0800002] IPI-3 IPI-3a: Defined for PLC-based home 
network. 
IPI-3b: Defined for Ethernet. 
IPI-3c: Defined for copper home network 
(HomePNA). 
IPI-3d: Defined for coaxial home network. 
IPI-3e: Defined for wireless home network. 

IPI-1a/b/c/d/e [ATIS 0800002] IPI-1 IPI-1a: Defined for PLC-based home 
network. 
IPI-1b: Defined for Ethernet. 
IPI-1c: Defined for copper home network 
(HomePNA). 
IPI-1d: Defined for coaxial home network. 
IPI-1e: Defined for wireless home network. 

IPI-0 [ATIS 0800002] IPI-0 – 
U-R [DSL TR-094] IPI-4 U-R and U-R2 are distinguishable only when 

the access network supports both broadband 
and POTS service. 

U-R2 [DSL TR-094] IPI-4 U-R and U-R2 are distinguishable only when 
the access network supports both broadband 
and POTS service. 
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Table I.9 – List of interfaces 

Interface Document where 
defined 

Corresponding 
device Note 

TPDN [DSL TR-094] – This interface is visible only when the RG 
and B-NT are implemented in separate 
devices. 

TCN [DSL TR-094] IPI-3 – 
R [DSL TR-094] IPI-0 – 
U-R [ITU-T H.610] IPI-4 – 
U-R2 [ITU-T H.610] IPI-4 – 
TCN [ITU-T H.610] IPI-3 – 
R [ITU-T H.610] IPI-0 – 
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